Pre-monsoon submicron aerosol composition and source contribution in the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal†
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The Kathmandu Valley in Nepal suffers from unhealthy air quality, with mean pre-monsoon submicron particulate matter concentration (PM$_1$) of 40 µg m$^{-3}$ and daily peaks over 75 µg m$^{-3}$. A high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) measured ambient non-refractory submicron PM (NR-PM$_1$) in a Kathmandu suburb in April 2015. The mean NR-PM$_1$ composition was 15.8 µg m$^{-3}$ (39.7%) organic aerosol (OA), 10.5 µg m$^{-3}$ (25.0%) BC, 8.4 µg m$^{-3}$ (21.1%) SO$_4^{2-}$, 2.96 µg m$^{-3}$ (7.4%) NH$_4^+$, 1.22 µg m$^{-3}$ (3.1%) NO$_3^-$, and 0.92 µg m$^{-3}$ (2.3%) Cl$^-$. NR-PM$_1$ exhibited a diurnal pattern with concentration maxima at 08:00 local standard time. Afternoon winds and an elevated planetary boundary layer then mitigated NR-PM$_1$. Positive matrix factorization (PMF) of OA mass spectral data identified four primary source components: hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA, 15%), biomass burning OA (BBOA, 15%), trash burning OA (TBOA, 11%), and a local sulfur-containing OA (sLOA, 7%), and three oxidized OA (OOA, 50%) factors. sLOA contains the ion C$_3$HSO$^+$, associated with emissions from coal used in brick kilns. Secondary aerosols account for 50% of all OA mass within the valley. Gas-phase carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO$_2$), sulfur dioxide (SO$_2$), nitrogen dioxide (NO$_2$), ozone (O$_3$), methane (CH$_4$), and black and brown carbon (BC, BrC) measurements also characterized pollution in the valley. Composition, concentration, and source analysis from AMS-PMF and filter-based chemical mass balance measurements agree well (OC slope $= 1.05$, $R^2 = 0.47$). This work identifies and quantifies significant sources of PM$_2$ in the Kathmandu Valley and provides insight into the impact of these sources on overall air quality throughout South Asia.

Environmental significance

Air pollution is a global problem that significantly impacts the health of the majority of the world’s population. Aerosol particles are one of the dominant forms of air pollution impacting human health, and it is therefore important to quantify not only the concentration, but also the main sources of aerosols in urban areas so that informed mitigation strategies can be designed. This work is focused on the measurement of the chemical composition of particulate matter and the subsequent identification and quantification of the sources of aerosols in the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal. During the pre-monsoon period we measure submicron aerosol mass and identify contributions to aerosol concentration from direct emissions such as traffic, brick kilns, biomass, and trash burning to organic aerosol and black carbon concentrations.
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Introduction

The Kathmandu Valley in the Himalayan mountains of Nepal had a population of over three million people in 2011 (10% of the country's total population) and is subject to unhealthy air pollution with a mean daily maximum of particulate matter (PM) less than 10 microns (PM_{10}) up to 294 µg m^{-3} and PM less than 2.5 microns (PM_{2.5}) up to 207 µg m^{-3}. The impact from numerous poorly controlled local pollution sources combines with regional transport from outside the Kathmandu Valley, including the heavily populated Indo-Gangetic Plain. This combination leads to high concentrations of PM, including black carbon (BC) and organic carbon (OC) (ref. 3–7) and gaseous air pollutants like volatile organic compounds (VOC), ozone (O_3), and carbon monoxide (CO). Aerosol concentrations have increased continuously over the last 15 years in the Kathmandu Valley, and these elevated concentrations have contributed to severe adverse health impacts. Over 10% of Nepali fatalities are from lung disorders; this is the most common cause of death in the country.

Inadequate supply chains promote the use of locally available fuel sources. Wood, charcoal, agricultural residue, and dung are all used as a principal energy source for cooking and home heating throughout South and Southeast Asia. These residential combustion sources increase indoor exposure for the population. This increase in indoor exposure is a significant cause of aerosol-related mortality in the region. Indoor pollutants are transported to the outdoor environment and contribute to ambient concentrations, which have regional air quality and climate impacts. Industry in the region uses biofuels that impact regional air quality and climate.

The relative contributions of distinct, local sources across South Asia need to be better characterized to develop reliable emission inventories and drive mitigation strategies and reduce exposure to harmful air pollutants. Understanding the regional and local sources, such as the impact from known primary sources like coal, garbage, or agricultural burning, generators, and vehicle fleets, is a major step in developing mitigation strategies.

The Nepal Ambient Monitoring and Source Testing Experiment of 2015 (NAMASte1) characterized under-sampled pollution sources and their impact on overall air quality in the Kathmandu Valley. The deployment of a high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) in the Kathmandu Valley during the NAMASte1 campaign was among the first such deployments in the Himalayan mountains and South Asia region. Previously published NAMASte1 studies quantified and characterized sources and analyzed emissions from brick kilns, generators, diesel pumps, motorcycles, cookstoves, and garbage, agricultural, and biomass burning. These studies also measured aerosol optical properties, PM_{2.5} mass and composition, mass spectra, emission factors (EF), size distribution, and ~100 trace gases. The properties of the source emissions and ambient aerosol composition were essential in the analysis of this dataset. Organic molecular marker-based chemical mass balance (OMM-CMB) modelling estimated the contribution of various sources to ambient PM_{2.5} and PM_{10} from multiple-hour filter samples. As another part of the fixed-site ambient air quality component of NAMASte1, this work presents the first detailed high time resolution investigation of daily cycles of aerosol constituents and source contributions and the impact of shorter time frame events in the Kathmandu Valley. In this approach, characteristic mass spectra generated from the NAMASte1 source measurements help identify the significant sources in ambient measurements.

NAMASte1 sampled ambient air at Bode in the eastern suburban part of the Kathmandu Valley in April (pre-monsoon) 2015. The Bode site was also where the Sustainable Atmosphere for the Kathmandu Valley (SusKat) campaign was centered in winter 2012. Prior studies have established that westerly and southwesterly winds in the valley drive diurnal pollutant concentrations in the late morning to afternoon. Analysis of bulk aerosol samples found that most primary fine aerosols were from burning solid fuels like biomass and trash. Secondary OA (SOA) makes up the bulk of PM_{2.5} in the Kathmandu Valley. The abundance of O_3 in Kathmandu is a major factor in SOA formation.

This study's primary goals are to measure the concentration, characterize the daily cycles in composition, and apportion OA for ambient PM_{1} in the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal, based on measurements during the pre-monsoon month of April 2015. A regular afternoon wind of 3 m s^{-1}, minimal rain, and moderate temperatures (19.2 °C) dominated the meteorology during this period. These characterizations will provide context for emissions inventories, relate ambient monitoring to existing source measurements, and identify prominent PM_{1} sources to support the scientific basis for mitigation.

Experimental methods

NAMASte1 campaign

The ambient measurement portion of the NAMASte1 campaign took place in the Kathmandu Valley in Nepal. This work characterized emissions from various local sources and monitored ambient concentrations at Bode in Madhyapur, in the Kathmandu Valley, during April 13–24 of 2015. The magnitude 8.1 M_{s} Ghorka earthquake on April 25, 2015, forced the ambient and emissions characterization measurements of NAMASte1 to end prematurely. Although measurements ended early, there are sufficient data to conduct analyses and present results. Further experiments, NAMASte2 in Winter 2017–2018, supplement these measurements with ambient monitoring across the Kathmandu Valley.

Location description

Bode is approximately 8 km to the east north-east of the Kathmandu Valley center (27.689°N, 85.395°E, 1345 m a.s.l.). Bode is a suburban locale situated in a mixed residential, industrial,
and agricultural region (Fig. 1). The Bode site is between three major urban centers, approximately 3.75 km west north-west of Bhaktapur, 8 km north-east of Lalitpur, and 10 km south-east of Kathmandu urban districts. The Araniko Highway is 1.75 km south of Bode. The Tribhuvan international airport is approximately 3.5 km west of Bode. The largest metropolitan area, Kathmandu, is about 7 km west of Bode. The Duwakot industrial region is approximately 2.25 km east-south-east of the site, a region dense with brick kilns. The Bhaktapur industrial Estate is 2 km southeast of the Bode site, which houses small-scale plastic, pharmaceutical, electronics, and textile industries.

The Bode location is not close to high vehicle traffic areas; the closest significant roadway is more than 500 m from the site. This distance provides time for the dilution of the roadway vehicular emissions prior to sampling. This municipality has several paved roads; however, the majority were compacted soil. Adjacent to this site were many small-scale agriculture fields and a few more extensive vegetable and wheat farms. Pronounced clusters of brick kilns are in Bhaktapur, Lalitpur, and Kathmandu, with additional sites scattered throughout the Kathmandu Valley. Most industry in the valley is within the Kathmandu or Bhaktapur industrial areas.

Instrumentation

The laboratory suite used three separate sample lines for one gas-phase and two aerosol inlets, as shown in the ESI (Fig. S1†). The inlets sampled from an unobstructed path into both prevalent wind directions, on the third and fourth floor at approximately 12 and 15 meters above ground level (m a.g.l.). The particle sampling line was a 10 meter long 1/2" inner diameter copper line. The flow rate through this inlet was 16.67 liter per minute (LPM). This inlet had a 2.5 μm cyclone (sharp cut cyclone, Mesa Laboratories Inc., USA). This inlet stepped down to 1/4" and split into a sample flow to instruments and a bypass exhaust flow. A 24" Nafion dryer (MD-070, Perma Pure LLC., USA) was installed on the aerosol sampling line to reduce relative humidity (RH) below 30%.44

Aerosol sampling and analysis

The high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS, Aerodyne Research Inc. USA; hereafter referenced by AMS) measured real-time non-refractory submicron PM (NR-PM₁) mass loading, particle size distribution in vacuum aerodynamic diameter, and chemical composition.30,31 The AMS data were saved at 1 minute intervals from the 13th to the 24th of April 2015. Due to extended power outages and transient voltages across building infrastructure there are occasional data gaps.

Before sampling, the AMS lens was aligned and calibrated for ionization efficiency (IE) with an ammonium nitrate solution atomized and size selected at 400 nm. Two IE calibrations were performed during the campaign, on the 19th and again on the 21st. We assume a collection efficiency (CE) of 0.5 for all ambient measurements.45,46 The CE of 0.5 is assumed to be constant for the duration of the experiment, based on previous cross instrument comparisons (e.g. (ref. 31 and 47–51)). CE uncertainty is the largest source of uncertainty for individual species. We estimate that the total AMS mass concentration’s overall uncertainty is 30%.52 The AMS detection limit was measured daily with 30 minutes periods of sampling through...
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Co-located measurements

Simultaneous measurements of brown carbon (BrC) and BC concentrations (Aethalometer AE 33, Magee Scientific, USA) were performed from a rooftop measurement location in the same building. The Aethalometer (AE33) is a dual-spot, filter-based monitor with seven wavelengths (370, 470, 525, 590, 660, 880, and 950 nm) to measure light attenuation by particles collected on a filter. The AE33 data was recorded at 1 minute intervals and zero calibrated using a daily HEPA filter to zero-calibrate BC mass. BC calculations derive concentration from light absorption at the wavelength of 880 nm. BC mass is assumed to be submicron based on previous morphology emissions studies. BrC is estimated using the difference in mass calculated from the absorption of light at the 370 nm wavelength and the mass calculated using 880 nm. BrC absorption is assumed to be the source of this difference. We applied the same mass absorption coefficient (MAC) for BrC as for BC at all wavelengths. This likely underestimates BrC mass as BrC absorption is normally weaker than BC, especially after aging but allows for direct comparison of absorption contributions.

An environmental dust monitor measured PM1, PM2.5, and PM10 through a dedicated sample line (EDM164, GRIMM Aerosol Technik, Germany). The EDM164 measures PM1, PM2.5, and PM10 with a light scattering laser at 660 nm. The instrument samples at 1.2 L min⁻¹ through an integrated heated inlet with Nafion dryer.

An independent 5 meter Teflon inlet for gas-phase measurements sampled the mixing ratios of (CO2), methane (CH4), CO, O3, water vapor (H2O), and nitrogen oxides (NOx). All gas-phase measurements are presented at standard temperature and pressure. Power redundancy from a lead-acid battery backup system maintained continuous operation across daily scheduled multi-hour power outages. CO, CO2, CH4, and H2O mixing ratios were measured with cavity ring-down spectroscopy (G2401, Picarro Inc, USA) and saved at 5 seconds intervals. A scrubber-less ozone monitor (model 211, 2BTechnologies, USA) measured the O3 mixing ratio using light absorption at the wavelength of 254 nm. This instrument self-zeroes using nitrous oxide (N2O) gas to generate nitric oxide (NO); this removes O3 for zero measurements in a parallel cell. A nitrogen dioxide (NO2) monitor (model 405, 2BTechnologies, USA) measured light absorption of NO2 at 405 nm wavelength. This instrument measures both NO and NO2. NO is converted to NO2 by reaction with excess O3, and the difference between only NO2 and NO2 + NO(NO2) channels provided the NO concentration. We report odd oxygen (O3) as the sum of O3 and NO2.

A weather station (Vantage Vue, Davis Instruments, USA) and wind vane (05 103, Campbell Scientific, UK) recorded measurements of ambient temperature, pressure, dew point, relative humidity, rain rate, wind speed, and wind direction at 1 minute intervals on the laboratory's rooftop at approximately 25 m a. g. l. and 7 m from instrument inlets.

Results

Meteorology

The meteorology at the Bode site for NAMaSTE1 followed the typical daily patterns for the Kathmandu Valley during the pre-monsoon season. The mean temperature of 19.2 °C for the sample period, ranged from a minimum of 12.9 °C to a maximum of 28.6 °C. Weather metrics time series and
diurnals for the campaign are in the ESI (Table SI1, Fig. SI3 and SI4). Temperature showed a consistent daily pattern, with cool overnights dropping to around 15 °C just before sunrise. As solar radiation heated the ground, temperatures increased to a noontime high of about 26 °C. The mean ambient pressure was 760 hPa and ranged from 755 to 767 hPa. Pressure peaked at noon Nepal standard time (NST; UTC + 05:45) with an average daily maximum of 763 hPa and a daily minimum of 758 hPa at 17:00 NST. Mean relative humidity (RH) was 80%, ranging from 44% to 100%. RH and temperature had opposite diurnal patterns. Overnight the median RH was around 90%, dropping to 55% during peak temperature and strongest wind at 12:00–14:00 NST. Meteorological data are in the ESI†.

Diurnal aerosol liquid water content (LWC) fluctuations drive partitioning between the gas or particle phase and impact aerosol pH. High overnight RH can lead to hygroscopic uptake of water and an increase in ambient particle size. Overnight increases of RH also corresponded to an increase of partitioning towards the particulate phase, increasing the formation of SOA and PM_{2.5} concentrations at Bode.^

Wind vectors at Bode for the duration of NAMaSTE1 were typical for the pre-monsoon season, as previously reported in Kathmandu and at Bode. The average wind speed at Bode was 1.5 m s\(^{-1}\) ranging from stagnant to a maximum of 10.23 m s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. SI5†). The wind speed diurnal minimum at 04:00 NST was 0.38 m s\(^{-1}\), and the daily average maximum at 15:00 NST was 4.06 m s\(^{-1}\). Calm mornings with weak ESE winds at 0.5 m s\(^{-1}\) were typical. In mid-morning, the wind direction changed, and the wind speed increased to a more significant mean 4 m s\(^{-1}\) from the West. This westerly wind persisted between 10:00 and 18:00 NST and was the primary method of transporting emissions out of the Kathmandu Valley.\(^{35–39,74,75}\) In the predawn morning, cold air stagnated, allowing pollutants from the highways, industrial areas, and residential activities near the site to accumulate.\(^{8,40,74,76}\) Overnight low wind speed with continuing emissions caused an increase in pollutant concentrations.\(^8\) Early morning pollutants were from the previous night’s emission accumulated within a shallow boundary layer.

Aerosol mass concentrations
The mean C-PM\(_1\) concentration at the Bode site for the campaign was 39.7 ± 20.5 μg m\(^{-3}\) and ranged from 8 μg m\(^{-3}\) to 160 μg m\(^{-3}\) (Fig. 2). The mean filter-based PM\(_{2.5}\) was 68.2 ± 34.7 μg m\(^{-3}\), and PM\(_{10}\) was 119.7 ± 55.2 μg m\(^{-3}\) at Bode for the same period of NAMaSTE1.\(^{35}\) The NAMaSTE1 PM\(_{10}\) measurements show similarity in magnitude with the previous total suspended particulate (TSP) measurements at Bode of 155 ± 124 μg m\(^{-3}\) for April 2013 to March 2014.\(^{77}\)

The mean PM\(_{2.5}\) concentration at the Bode site was twice the mean PM\(_{2.5}\) concentration observed in the Kathmandu Valley’s outskirts in the nearby foothills in Godavari in 2006 (34 μg

Fig. 2  Time series of PM\(_1\) mass concentration and mass fraction during April 13–22, 2015 in Bode, Kathmandu Valley, Nepal: (a) AMS total, OA, refractory BC, and BrC mass concentration; (b) AMS inorganic sulfate, ammonium, chloride, and nitrate mass concentration; (c) fraction of total PM\(_1\) mass; and (d) average PM\(_1\) mass fraction.
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m$^{-3}$). PM$_1$ alone was thirteen times higher at Bode during NAMASte1 than TSP was near the remote background high-altitude Mt. Everest base camp at 5057 m a.s.l. in 2006.\textsuperscript{78} Diurnal variations in C-PM$_1$ concentration correspond to wind vector changes, photochemistry, sources, and removal processes. Overnight concentrations were consistently elevated due to confinement until the mixing layer height increased after sunrise.

The main species contributing to C-PM$_1$ mass in the Kathmandu Valley are OA, sulfates, and nonrefractory BC aerosols. Mean PM$_1$ was composed by mass, of 35.0% OA, 26.4% BC, 21.1% SO$_4^{2-}$, 7.4% NH$_4^+$, 3.1% NO$_3^-$, 2.3% chloride (Cl$^-$). OA dominated the mass fraction. All BrC was assumed real and a portion of the OA. However, increased absorption at the 370 nm wavelength due to dust may artificially decrease the measurement used calculate to infer BrC mass. BrC was an average 4.7% of the total C-PM$_1$ mass. C-PM$_1$ mass concentrations time series and average mass fraction for the study duration are in Fig. 2. OA ranged daily from 28.8% to 56%, and BC, the second largest fraction, was 16.7% to 36.6% of PM$_1$ mass. These fractions are consistent with previous AMS studies globally, where OA is often the dominant component of PM$_1$ (e.g., ref. 79). These two species combined accounted for 66% of all C-PM$_1$.

The ratio of C-PM$_1$ concentration to filter-based PM$_{2.5}$ concentration is 0.61 ($R^2 = 0.67$) (Fig. SI6). C-PM$_1$ covers a smaller size range and does not include refractory dust. Refractory dust measured in the winter of 2018 comprised 11% of PM$_{2.5}$ in urban Kathmandu.\textsuperscript{32} PM$_4$ derived from the light-scattering optical technique (GRIMM164) showed roughly 15% more total mass than C-PM$_1$. A comparison of C-PM$_1$ and optical PM$_4$ measurement showed good correlation with an $R^2$ of 0.85. Optical measurements with the GRIMM164 of PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_4$ showed PM$_{2.5}$ as 1.18 times higher than PM$_4$ and 1.33 times higher than C-PM$_1$. These mass differences across techniques and size ranges are within the uncertainty range expected due to differences in mass and instrumental techniques between C-PM$_1$ and PM$_{2.5}$. This work will focus on the composition of C-PM$_1$ measured during NAMASte1.

### Time series of major submicron particulate species

C-PM$_1$ in Kathmandu Valley during NAMASte1 had a regular daily pattern. The mean mass concentration (Table 1) and the diurnal aerosol mass fraction, concentration and composition are in Fig. 3. The average sunrise and sunset time for this experiment’s duration was 5:39 and 18:34 NST.\textsuperscript{80} The diurnal pattern of C-PM$_1$ had a daily increase from evening until morning. The C-PM$_1$ concentration increased from late evening to an early morning maximum around 08:00 NST to an average value over 60 μg m$^{-3}$ C-PM$_1$. A rapid increase of C-PM$_1$ concentration in the morning peaked after sunrise due to additional emissions into a shallow boundary layer.\textsuperscript{88} This enhancement happens before the mixing height rises in elevation and wind speed increases. In the afternoon when dilution from higher wind speed and the elevated boundary layer was greater than the flux of fresh emissions there is a decrease in concentrations.\textsuperscript{88} PM$_1$ concentration dropped quickly to reach a daily minimum under 25 μg m$^{-3}$ around 16:00 NST. BC reached a morning maximum of 25 μg m$^{-3}$ at 08:00 NST and

### Table 1 Summary of PM$_1$ chemical composition in the Kathmandu Valley during the pre-monsoon, April of 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Mean (μg m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>25th % (μg m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>75th % (μg m$^{-3}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Org</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH$_4^+$</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl$^-$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_3^-$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_4^{2-}$</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrC$^a$</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR-PM$_1$</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>35.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-PM$_1$</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>49.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} BrC is not included in the sum totals.
low concentration of 5 μg m⁻³ at 16:00 NST. The mass fractions of the various NR-PM₁ components were relatively stable throughout the day, except for chloride. Cl⁻ accumulated overnight, and rapidly decreased from meteorological factors noted above. All AMS species had significantly elevated concentrations in the morning.

Individual components of C-PM₁ have discernible diurnal patterns. Organic species had two distinct peaks, one in the morning when all species are at their highest levels and a second peak at around 20:00 NST. OA’s peaks coincide with typical peak traffic hours and mealtimes. A further discussion of OA components and PMF analysis is in Section 3.4.

Nitrate and sulfate concentrations decreased rapidly between 11:00 NST to 12:00 NST. This abrupt change occurred coincident with the increase in the wind speed. Sulfate concentrations had an average of 9 μg m⁻³ enhancement during the morning peak over the mid-day minimum. The diurnal low concentrations had an average of 9 μg m⁻³. This abrupt change occurred coincident with the increase in the wind speed. Sulfate concentrations in the morning are linked to industrial emissions. The AMS measured a relatively high mass fraction of inorganic chloride in the Kathmandu Valley. Source measurements in Nepal have previously observed organic chloride as gas-phase CH₃Cl.²⁸

Chlorides in the atmosphere have numerous natural sources, primarily seawater, as well as agricultural and garbage burning, dust storms, and volcanoes. Emissions of Cl⁻ from seawater are typically 100 times higher than other sources.³⁶ However, as Nepal is landlocked, seawater has negligible influence in this region. Coal combustion, the open burning of garbage or grass, and residential use of dung and hardwood fuels are anthropogenic sources in South Asia.¹⁹ Crop residue burning is an agricultural method in the region.³⁶ This practice is a potential source of inorganic and organic chloride emissions.³¹ The elevated chloride concentration suggests the condensation of hydrogen chloride with counter ions such as ammonium or potassium to form inorganic salts (e.g., NH₄Cl).³³ The elevated RH overnight, and abundance of gas phase HCl, means there is potential for repartitioning of particulate Cl⁻.³⁴

The aerosol neutralization ratio (ANR) is the ratio of aerosol cations to anions, assuming that ammonium is the only cation present. ANR is defined as:³²

\[
ANR = \frac{\left[ \text{NH}_4^+ \right]}{\frac{\text{NO}_3^-}{62} + 2 \times \frac{\text{SO}_4^{2-}}{98} + \frac{\text{Cl}^-}{35.5}}
\]

Aerosols in Kathmandu Valley are generally not neutralized, with an average ANR of 0.79 ± 0.04, with a 10th/90th percentile from 0.73 to 0.83 (Fig. SI7†). Despite the abundance of NH₄⁺, elevated chloride emissions may have led to the lack of aerosols’ neutralization at this location. Alternatively, the sulfate ions may be bisulfate ions (HSO₄⁻). K⁺ from biomass burning or other cations can contribute to the ion balance but are not incorporated in the traditional definition of ANR. Due to these complications ANR has significant uncertainty, and therefore is only an indicator of aerosol acidity. The pH of PM₂.₅ aerosols during NAMAStE1, derived from the phase partitioning of NH₃, ranged from 2.2 to 3.3.²⁵ The lack of neutralization and low pH in Kathmandu agrees with previous urban studies showing acidic pH.⁸³,⁸⁴

Organic nitrates [OrgNO₃] contribute to PM and produce NO’⁴ and NO₂⁻ fragments in the AMS similar to inorganic nitrate but in a different ratio.⁸⁵ The average ratio of NO₂⁻ to NO’⁴ (R_measured) was 0.50 ± 0.07 ranging from 0.18 to 0.72 (Fig. SI7†). This average value is like the 0.42 ± 0.02 ratio of NO₂⁻ : NO’⁴ for pure NH₄NO₃ from calibrations (R_calib). The concentration of OrgNO₃ is calculated using this ratio, assuming a detection limit of 0.1 μg m⁻³.³⁷ The diurnal ratio of NO₂⁻ : NO’⁴ was well correlated with wind speed (R² = 0.77), suggesting that the formation of OrgNO₃ could be related to driven by meteorological conditions. After sunset there is a decrease in ANR and increase in total concentration. Periods of low NO₂⁻ : NO’⁴ under the calibration factor of 0.4, would suggest the presence of OrgNO₃.³⁸ However, while night-time conditions, with the abundance of oxidants (Fig. 3d) could favour the formation of OrgNO₃, there is minimal evidence of OrgNO₃ in Bode.³⁷ OrgNO₃ was below the detection for the majority of the campaign, with a maximum of 0.72 μg m⁻³ just after at noon on the 17th. OrgNO₃ is only significant for the afternoon of the 22nd (Fig. SI7†). When present, OrgNO₃ is the majority of NO₂. The calculation of OrgNO₃ in this situation may be driven instrumental noise during the low background within which OrgNO₃ is observed. The low ambient concentration of OrgNO₃ despite elevated NO₂ and VOC precursors may be due to condensation onto existing SOA or aqueous particles.³⁷ OrgNO₃ is defined here as:³⁷

\[
\text{OrgNO}_3 \text{ mass} = \left[ \text{NO}_3^- \right] \frac{(1 + 0.1) \times (R_{\text{measured}} - R_{\text{calib}})}{(1 + R_{\text{measured}}) \times (0.1 - R_{\text{calib}})}
\]

Fig. 3c shows the diurnal patterns of the gas-phase species measured during NAMAStE1. The complete time series of gas-phase species is in the ESI (Fig. SI3†). Gas-phase mixing ratio measurements of O₃, NO₂, and CO₂ during NAMAStE1 are similar in value to those in March 2013 to March 2014 at the same site.¹⁵,⁷⁶ We observed the highest mixing ratios of combustion-related species, NOₓ, CO and CO₂, in the morning. An early morning increase in elevation of the planetary boundary layer and afternoon ventilation from higher wind speeds mitigated overnight buildup from stagnation. O₃ and NO₂ are anti-correlated, as expected with daytime photochemical cycling. O₃ averaged 36.1 ± 20.6 ppbv during NAMAStE1, similar to the 43.5 ± 26.6 ppbv measured in April 2013.³² For the
study duration, O₃ mixing ratios peaked at a mean 71.4 ppbv around 12:00 NST and dropped to a mean 5.8 ppbv at 07:00 NST. The gas-phase NO₂ mixing ratio average of 16.4 ± 4.2 ppbv ranged from 10.7 ppbv at 09:00 to 19.7 ppbv at 17:00 NST during NAMaSTE1. The NO₂ mixing ratio had the same diurnal patterns, with similarly peaks, and average concentrations within 5% from the previous study at the same location.¹²

The CO mixing ratio was 719.2 ± 533.6 ppbv for this study, higher than in April 2013, at 667 ± 372 ppbv. CO had an average daily minimum of 229 ppbv at 17:00 NST and an average daily maximum of 1493 ppbv at 07:00 NST. CO₂ for NAMaSTE1 was 450.3 ± 41.9 ppmv, ranging from 411.9 ppmv at 16:00 NST to 512.3 ppmv at 07:00 NST. These CO₂ measurements are 8% higher, with a greater distribution than the average 419.3 ± 6.0 ppmv in April 2013.¹¹

Organic aerosol source apportionment

Effective air quality improvement schemes involve understanding the overall impact of dominant pollution sources. OA is the most significant fraction of C-PM₁; determining OA’s primary emission sources or origins will help identify the bulk of aerosols sources. Sources of emissions that influence OA have unique mass spectral fingerprints in the AMS data. With sufficient knowledge of the constituent sources in an area, PMF can identify source factors in ambient OA.

We find that a 7-factor solution with a Q/Qₑxp of 2.03 accounts for 97% of total mass (Fig. SI2†). While the number of factors is higher than is typically found in PMF solutions, this is due to the higher prevalence and contribution of primary sources in the Kathmandu Valley. We found that solutions with fewer than seven factors have much higher residuals at m/z 60 and 57, and HOA is not resolved, despite being a known primary source in this region. The 8-factor solution splits C₃H₅O⁺ across two solutions, with irregular zeros in the two factor’s time series and no significant reduction in residuals or Q/Qₑxp. The 7-factor PMF solution space both minimized the Q/Qₑxp and the number of distinct factors. FPEAK 0 was selected since other FPEAK values did not decrease Q/Qₑxp or increase correlation with tracers. The 7-factor solution at FPEAK 0 factors a residual of 1.6% ± 2.3. PMF factors are identified and linked to sources via a posteriori comparison of known m/z emissions signatures, correlations with tracer species, and time-based evidence.⁵⁷,⁸⁴

Fig. 4 shows the seven OA components’ mass spectral profiles and Fig. 5 shows the time series identified by PMF for the NAMaSTE1 campaign. Several profiles show similarity to those reported in previous studies (e.g., ref. 61 and 88).

The seven factors identified by PMF include both primary and secondary components. The primary organic aerosol factors include urban primary emissions of a hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA), a biomass burning OA (BBOA), and a trash-burning OA (TBOA). There is also a distinct local primary sulfate-containing source (sLOA) with a molar sulfur-to-carbon ratio (S/C) of 0.013, four times higher than other factors. While this S/C relationship is not calibrated, and can only roughly be compared to external measurements, internally to our measurements it is a useful indicator. For external context, this

Fig. 4 PMF mass spectra of the seven PMF source components and atomic ratios for AMS OA hydrocarbon-like (HOA), biomass burning (BBOA), trash burning (TBOA), sulfur-containing local OA (sLOA), oxygenated OA 1 (OOA1), oxygenated OA 2 (OOA2), and oxygenated OA 3 (OOA3), from NAMaSTE1, in the Kathmandu Nepal, in April 2015, are shown. The identifying mass to charge ratios are labeled. HR signals are colored by family.
HOA factor is 0.95. This HOA has a characteristic mass spectrum similar to that as from marine environments (0.13). Three distinct oxygenated OA (OOA) factors, OOA1, OOA2, OOA3, which sum to OOA, act as surrogates of SOA at different levels of oxidation detailed below.

Primary organic aerosol source factors

The primary organic aerosol factor's mass spectra at Bode, determined by PMF, are shown in Fig. 4 (Table SI3†). Source mass spectrum characterized by Goetz et al. and previously determined m/z ratios identify the PMF factors. The HOA mass spectra found in this work is like HOA found in previous works, indicating traffic-related emissions. HOA correlates to the emission spectra of motorcycles from the NAMaSTE1 emission study with a slope of 0.94 ± 0.037 and an R² of 0.81 (Fig. SI8†). HOA mass spectra are traditionally associated with lubricating oil and partial combustion of hydrocarbons. HOA compared to BC has a slope of 0.213 and an R² of 0.81, indicative of wood fuelled cookstoves. HOA compared to NOx has a slope of 0.51, indicative of wood fuelled cookstoves. HOA correlates with BC with a slope of 0.94 and an R² of 0.81, BC with a slope of 0.276 and an R² of 0.15, indicating traffic-related emissions. NOx has a slope of 0.213 and an R² of 0.07. The low R² indicates that BC, and NOx have significant non-traffic sources. The O/C ratio for the HOA factor is 0.19, which is similar to that of vehicles reported for Kanpur, India (0.15), and urban centers in Mexico and China. The O/C for HOA at Bode measured was higher than previous motor vehicle exhaust observations in laboratory experiments (0.03). The mean HOA/CO ratio observed in the Kathmandu Valley, 23.4 µg m⁻³ ppmv⁻¹ was significantly higher than the observed mean value in Mexico City (5.7 µg m⁻³ ppmv⁻¹). Biomass-burning emissions are a known source of PM2.5 in the Kathmandu Valley. These sources include local biomass combustion in industrial enterprise and residential food cooking and agricultural and regional wildfires. The region's abundance of biomass-burning sources constrains the BBOA with m/z 60, m/z 29, and a high m/z 55:57 ratio (1.79). The ion m/z 60 (C₃H₄O₂) is a key marker for BBOA, which comes from levoglucosan and other anhydrous sugars. BBOA correlates to BC with a slope of 0.274 and R² of 0.31, UMR levoglucosan with a slope of 113.15 and R² of 0.81 (Fig. SI8†). BBOA correlates to emissions spectra of mixed agricultural burning (slope = 0.998, R² = 0.78) and hardwood fuelled cookstoves (slope = 1.504, R² = 0.76) (Fig. SI8†).

The burning of household refuse is a common waste removal technique in Nepal and other South Asian countries. Trash...
contains organic waste, paper, packaging, plastics, and metalized plastics. Here the TBOA is well constrained due to the abundance of immediate source plumes and similarity to source emission spectra found in NAMaSTE. The AMS signal at m/z 60 used previously for BBOA is also found in small quantities from sources such as meat cooking, agricultural burning, or mixed refuse combustion. This ion is present in TBOA, likely as the pyrolysis product of cellulose from paper and cardboard in the garbage. TBOA correlates to diurnal patterns of BrC with a slope of 0.671 and R² of 0.42. TBOA correlates to emission spectra of open burning of mixed garbage (slope = 0.947, R² = 0.76), chip bags (slope = 0.933, R² = 0.89) and plastics (slope = 0.939, R² = 0.81) (Fig. S19f). Sulfur containing local organic aerosol (sLOA) is so named due to abundance of the unique ion of C₃H₅SO⁻ at m/z 85. Brick kilns are a known sulfur source, and this exact same ion is found in brick kilns emissions from the source work in NAMaSTE. sLOA is similar to other known combustion sources and includes a small contribution of m/z 60. sLOA correlates well with BC (slope = 0.224, R² = 0.52), HCl (slope = 6.269, R² = 0.58), NH₄⁺ (slope = 1.149, R² = 0.54), and SO₄²⁻ (slope = 0.247, R² = 0.54). sLOA correlates to diurnal patterns of NO (slope = 0.405, R² = 0.58), NO₂ (slope = 0.041, R² = 0.74), O₃ (slope = 0.006, R² = 0.52), CO₂ (slope = 0.018, R² = 0.76), and BC (slope = 0.095, R² = 0.93). sLOA correlates well with emission spectra from charcoal cooking (slope = 0.902, R² = 0.70), clamp style brick kilns (slope = 0.624, R² = 0.43), and zig-zag style brick kilns (slope = 0.717, R² = 0.35) (Fig. S19f).

BBOA and TBOA mass spectra observed here may also contain contributions from cooking organic aerosol (COA). Both factors have an elevated contribution of the oxidized fragment (C₃H₅O⁺) of m/z 55, usually associated with COA. Previous studies explore the difficulty in differentiating COA from other OA factors with similar temporal trends.

Oxygenated organic aerosols

The three OOAs in the PMF solution are typical of oxidized organic aerosol from secondary chemistry in the atmosphere with differing oxidation levels (e.g., ref. 79 and 88). The O : C ratios of OOA1, OOA2, and OOA3 are 0.89, 0.55, and 0.43. This ratio indicates aerosol age; the higher O : C, the more aged the aerosol. The three OOA mass spectra are similar to those in previous studies with distinct aging profiles and differences in diurnal patterns suggesting an evolution of OOA with time (e.g., ref. 79 and 95). Different processes can lead to the formation of OOA. The relationships between gas-phase emissions, key trace ions, photochemistry, and meteorological parameters drive nucleation. Comparisons with NO₂, NO, NOₓ, time of day, and oxygen to carbon (O : C) ratios can indicate OOA formation. OOA is a PMF factor identified as a close proxy of SOA and is formed very readily in urban areas with high NOₓ.

The diurnal sum total of OOA (OOA1 + OOA2 + OOA3) at Bode exhibits an initial increase after sunrise and continued enhancement along with NO₂ and O₃. There is a daytime OOA correlation with odd oxygen ([O₃] = [O₂] + [NO₂]), suggesting a photochemical production of this OOA factor. OOA3 has better correlations with O₃ than with O₂ (Fig. S110f). O₃ was the major component of O₃, 89%, during the afternoon. NO₂ accounts for between 11 and 72% of O₃. NO₂ contributes the most to O₃ during the morning, compared to the rest of the day.

Previous studies have a significant variety of slopes of OOA to O₃, with both time of day and ambient temperature, is an indicator of photochemical age. A lower ratio of OOA/O₃ is typical within the first 10 hours of photochemistry. The OOA/O₃ during a clean period in Pittsburgh was as low as 38 µg m⁻³ ppmv⁻¹. Observations of a clean period in Mexico City were 30 µg m⁻³ ppmv⁻¹ up to 156 µg m⁻³ ppmv⁻¹. The elevated clean period ratio for Mexico City is likely a well-aged but dilute sample, is close to the maximum ratio of 180 µg m⁻³ ppmv⁻¹ OOA/O₃ previously observed in Tokyo (R² = 0.74). The ratio of OOA to O₃ in the Kathmandu Valley was 491 µg m⁻³ ppmv⁻¹ in the daytime (R² = 0.52). The OOA : O₃ slope observed in the Kathmandu Valley is 2.7-fold greater than the most extreme value from Tokyo. The daytime slope of OOA1 : O₃ was 10 µg m⁻³ ppmv⁻¹; OOA2 : O₃ was 275 µg m⁻³ ppmv⁻¹, and OOA3 : O₃ was 185 µg m⁻³ ppmv⁻¹. Only daytime OOA2 is well correlated with O₃ (R² = 0.79) and O₃ (R² = 0.72) (Fig. S110f). The ratio of OOA : O₃ for the more oxidized, “low volatility” and the less oxidized, “semi-volatile” PMF OA factors in Mexico City and Zurich was 2 : 3. The relationship of OOA2 to OOA3 at Bode is the same 2 : 3 relationship. OOA2, OOA3, and O₃ have a similar rise in the early AM, likely from photochemistry and vertical mixing after sunrise. OOA1 increases after these species, with a maximum several hours after the OOA2 and OOA3 peak. OOA1 increased mid-day and overnight, likely due to transport of OOA1 from outside the Kathmandu Valley and from confinement.

OOA1 is the most oxidized OOA factor resolved by PMF and appears to be a regional background OA. It has a relatively constant mass despite source and meteorological changes. The combination of a high O : C ratio and the stability in concentration suggests a regional aged aerosol that persists due to its lower volatility. The O : C ratio is highest for OOA1 at 0.89. OOA2 had a slightly elevated signal at C₅H₄O₂⁻ (m/z 60) compared to the other OOA factors, indicating this may be related to processed biomass burning aerosol. This ion persists for thousands of km of transport and subsequent aging. The increase in OOA2 occurs shortly after daily BBOA, sLOA, and TBOA peaks and in the presence of daylight and high O₃ mixing ratios, suggesting potential aging of primary biomass burning aerosols. The diurnal pattern of OOA2 and O₃ is the most similar and indicative of photochemical formation. The O : C ratio for OOA2 is 0.55. The slope of the OOA2 to O₃ is 50% higher than previous observations of this relationship. The high correlation of OOA2 to O₃ indicates that the duration of formation for the two is similar.

OOA3 is the least oxidized OOA species with an O/C ratio of 0.43, implying this factor was due to early generation oxidation products partitioning into the aerosol phase. NO₃ converts highest to OAA. Rapid NO₃⁻ formation within the plume is evidence of the volatility of OOA3. OOA3 decreases from its morning peak to the late afternoon and drives a decrease in
OOA3/Ox. The slope of OOA3/Ox is among the high end of urban measurements, while the correlation of 0.23 is much lower than in other urban environments.\textsuperscript{27} Evaporation to maintain the particle-gas phase equilibrium and concentration changes from lofting due to the elevated mixing height likely drive the decrease in OOA3/Ox correlation.\textsuperscript{29}

The numerous primary combustion sources in the region emit high concentrations of semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOC), fuelling SOA formation.\textsuperscript{18} The increase of ambient temperature in the afternoon drives the partitioning of semi-volatile compounds towards the gas phase. NO\textsubscript{x} is elevated overnight due to confinement and NO\textsubscript{2}-HONO conversion\textsuperscript{119} and increases after sunrise due to increased emissions. After this initial spike, concentrations diluted from increased mixing height and temperature, resulting in particulate ammonium nitrate evaporation. The mixing ratio of NO\textsubscript{x} is influential in SOA formation from VOCs.\textsuperscript{120} Overnight accumulation of OOA and NO\textsubscript{x} in the low boundary layer could decrease SOA production if SOA precursors are consumed significantly faster than O\textsubscript{x} precursors.\textsuperscript{114}

**Organic aerosol source factor temporal trends**

The AMS-PMF factors, gas-phase species, aerosols, and tracer ions time series (Fig. 5) have a distinct daily pattern (Fig. 6). The average contribution to OA from these factors is: 14.7\% HOA, 15.2\% BBOA, 11.2\% TBOA, 8.7\% sLOA, 20.6\% OOA1, 12.3\% OOA2, and 17.4\% OOA3. The average mass fraction of the PMF OA components (Fig. 6c) is over half (50.3\%) total OA. More than a quarter of OA (26.4\%) was combined biomass and trash burning OA.

HOA exhibited a morning and evening increase in concentration and mass fraction that correspond to daily rush hours. BBOA had a build-up in concentrations from evening until late morning when the basin’s ventilation from increased wind speed reduced the overall concentration. The concentration of TBOA was high throughout daytime hours, with a significant spike around 20:00 NST.

sLOA was three times higher in the early morning compared to typical daytime concentrations. During the afternoon, the concentration of sLOA was negligible, whereas early morning pre-sunrise sLOA could make up nearly 20\% of the total OA mass. This sLOA increase corresponds with overnight stagnation and confinement to the surface due to the shallow boundary layer height. The monitoring site for NAMaSTE1 was downwind of several clusters of brick kilns in Bhaktapur during overnight periods. The sLOA factor is likely the impact of coal burning in brick kilns, the fraction of which enhanced significantly overnight. This factor decreased at sunrise from the increased elevation of the mixing height. The increased ventilation in the afternoon minimized the concentration. OOA peaked after sunrise. The sum of OOA factors accounts for \textasciitilde70\% of OA mass from 10:00 to 18:00 NST. Photochemical activity is highest during this daytime period, driving increased SOA production. OOA3 mass fraction increased by over 100\% after sunrise as sLOA diminishes and accounts for a significant afternoon OOA mass fraction increase. OOA1 increases in mass fraction as the air volume becomes more photochemically aged. OOA1 increased in concentration at 11:00 NST and had a minimum after sunset. OOA2 had less daily variation than the other OOA factors. The morning increase in OOA1 and OOA3 corresponds to the planetary boundary layer’s extension and dissolution.\textsuperscript{6} This atmospheric change may introduce aged aerosol from the residual layer and free troposphere to the surface level.

**Co-located instrument apportionment intercomparison**

A comparison of the OC source apportionment derived from AMS based PMF results (AMS-PMF) and organic molecular marker-based chemical mass balance (OMM-CMB) for NAMaSTE1 shows temporal agreement and very similar overall source apportionment of OC. In contrast to AMS-PMF, OMM-CMB source apportionment requires an \textit{a priori} understanding of molecular tracers to identify sources (e.g., ref. 35 and 121). These tracers are identified before analysis and define the resulting sources.

OC for PM\textsubscript{1} (OC\textsubscript{1}) is calculated for AMS-PMF factors and converted using organic aerosol to organic carbon (OA : OC) ratios.\textsuperscript{122} We calculate OA : OC for each OA factor (Table SI4) from the linear relationship between OA : OC and O : C derived from PMF.\textsuperscript{16} The values OA : OC ratios used agree with previously measured values (Table SI4).\textsuperscript{11,123}

---

**Fig. 6** AMS-PMF OA source factor average diurnal mass concentration (a), the diurnal mass fraction of OA (b), and the average mass fraction (c) are from NAMaSTE1 in Kathmandu, Nepal, April 2015.
OA calculations from OMM-CMB PM$_{2.5}$ (OC$_{2.5}$) filter measurements in Islam et al.$^{35}$ used an OA:OC factor of 1.7. This value was obtained from AMS measurements and converted from OC$_{2.5}$ to OA. Fig. 7 shows the OC time-series for these two methods, AMS-PMF and OMM-CMB, on the filter samples’ time scale and the average mass fraction for each method. Filter-based OC$_{2.5}$ concentrations averaged 17.6 ± 9.6 µg m$^{-3}$, or 26% of the total PM$_{2.5}$ mass.$^{35}$ OC$_{2.5}$ directly measured by filters exhibited 1.05 times greater mass than calculated OC$_1$ from HR-AMS results. There is agreement for total OC between the two techniques ($R^2 = 0.67$) (Fig. SI6†). This mass discrepancy is insignificant.

Molecular markers from the filter OC identify and apportion OC$_{2.5}$ to five major primary sources through OMM-CMB in the Kathmandu Valley, including biomass burning, garbage burning, coal combustion, engines, vegetative detritus, and secondary aerosols.$^{35}$ The OMM-CMB factors somewhat differ from AMS-PMF factors, we combine similar sources to bulk factors to compare the two different methods’ results (Fig. 8). The relative source contributions to OC found by each method are very similar. Vehicular traffic OMM-CMB OC was comparable to OC from the AMS-PMF HOA factor. Similarly, the OC from AMS-PMF sLOA was like the coal combustion OC derived from OMM-CMB. However, the secondary sources for the two methods differ, but the sum of all these components agree well. OC for the three AMS-PMF OOA factors sums to a total OOA-related OC compared to OMM-CMB SOA plus the ‘other’ factor. The CMB model is presumed to identify and represent all primary sources.$^{124}$ All PM$_{2.5}$ unaccounted for by this model are summed to the ‘other’ OMM-CMB category to compare with total OOA OC. OMM-CMB ‘other’ is assumed to be primarily secondary OC. Islam et al.$^{35}$ describe this ‘other’ source as from emissions which did not have measured marker species, such as volatile industrial emissions, dust, secondary formation and cooking. None of the possible PMF solutions separated a distinct cooking factor, implying that it is a negligible influence in ambient conditions. As dust is primarily inorganic, uncharacterized VOCs oxidation products from industrial
emissions and other secondary organic aerosol species are the main contribution to this source.\textsuperscript{25}

AMS-PMF non-traffic combustion factors TBOA and BBOA combine to a non-traffic open combustion factor. This open combustion OC and the sum of OMM-CMB garbage and biomass factors are similarly combined and compared.

Independent of measurement and analysis methodology, vehicular traffic contributed about 19\%, open combustion 30\%, and SOA 44\% of total OC. The combined overall source components from each method, shown in Fig. 7e–i, compare very well in aggregate across the measurement period. The two methods, AMS-PMF and OMM-CMB, show a similar change in mass fraction for daytime and overnight periods, shown in Fig. 8. The total OOA and implied CMB SOA factors are near 50% in the daytime and 40% at night. The open combustion factor is consistently around 31\%. The complementary nature of the methods is shown by the discrepancy between sLOA and Coal.

sLOA/coal shows the highest slope and lowest correlation, likely due to the relatively large dynamic range and fuel inconsistency. sLOA from AMS-PMF has a nearly three-fold increase, 3.5\% to 9.3\%, overnight, whereas coal from OMM-CMB only increases from 4\% to 5\%. The AMS-PMF sLOA component has additional mass as compared to the OMM-CMB coal. This discrepancy is likely because brick kilns, a source of sLOA, co-fire coal, and biomass for fuel. OMM-CMB would split kiln emissions across the biomass and coal factors. The temporally distinct nighttime increase of sLOA makes kilns emissions straightforward for PMF to identify.

The average results show agreement between the two independent source apportionment methodologies for organic aerosol. These results, therefore, provide important source information for understanding the air quality impacts of various activities within the Kathmandu Valley despite the uncertainty in this region and the local sources’ complexity.

**Black carbon source estimation**

BC comes from combustion sources, and each source contributes a fraction to the total BC mass. We utilize source profile information to estimate the contribution of each combustion-related PMF factor to the total BC. The estimated BC calculation utilizes organic aerosol PMF factor concentrations converted to organic carbon (OC) and OC to BC ratio (OC : BC) from the literature and source measurements. Explicitly the calculation of estimated BC for combustion-related factors is the following: where $BC_{est}$ is the estimated BC determined from the sum of combustion-related PMF factors (HOA, sLOA, BBOA, TBOA) times the reciprocal of the OM : OC for each factor to convert to OC, and times the reciprocal of the OC : BC ratio for each factor to yield the estimated contribution of BC from each source (Table SI6†). We identified, when possible, the range of measured values for OC : BC (this BC reconstruction, uses OC : BC and OC : EC values interchangeably) for each of these sources and we chose a representative value. Brick kilns emissions show a range of OC : BC in literature from 0.1 (ref. 125) to over 50,\textsuperscript{33} dependent on kiln type and the fuel used. For this calculation, we use an OC : BC for sLOA of 0.5, corresponding to the emissions of zig-zag brick kilns.\textsuperscript{33} Biomass burning OC : BC ranges from 1.8 to 6 and greater.\textsuperscript{34,126} Values for OC : BC from trash burning ranged from 1 to 5.5 (ref. 33). The OC : BC ratios from NAMaSTE1 emissions used are for mixed trash (1.0) and mixed agricultural residue burning (3.7).\textsuperscript{33} NAMaSTE1 does not adequately characterize the OC : BC for HOA. Vehicular traffic emissions exhibit a range of OC : BC from 0.25 to 6.\textsuperscript{127} The measured HOA : BC ratio of 0.25 was lower than the 0.4 HOA : EC measured in European studies.\textsuperscript{128} The HOA : BC ratio is near the low end of 0.25 reported for Europe during enhanced photochemistry periods.\textsuperscript{129} There is significant uncertainty in

![Fig. 9](https://example.com/image9.png)  
**Fig. 9** BC reconstruction variance for individual factors (a), regression of BC reconstructed and measured (b), sensitivity analysis of HOA OC : BC (c), time series of BC measured, and each reconstructed factor (d), and the average mass fraction of BC (e) shown are from AMS-PMF factors, for NAMaSTE1, in April 2015, Kathmandu, Nepal.
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the OC to BC ratio from vehicles in South Asia. A sensitivity analysis of BC\text{est} with respect to HOA resulted in an HOA OC : BC of 0.4 (Fig. 9c).

The reconstructed BC and measured BC correlate with an \( R^2 \) of 0.45. HOA is the largest source of BC (62%). sLOA is the second largest contributor to BC (28%), followed by TBOA (3%) and BBOA (6%). The sLOA and HOA factors emit more BC than OC and significantly contribute to elevated C-PM\(_1\) concentrations.

Individual spikes of the BC reconstruction reach concentrations well above the measured levels. These peaks, driven by BC from HOA, show the uncertainty of this estimation. The OC : BC ratio for sources likely changes, and this reconstruction does not account for all possible sources. The vehicle fleet’s diversity and differences in OC : BC emission ratios create uncertainty in these estimations.

Conclusions

The ambient measurement component of NAMaSTE1 characterized the chemical composition of particulate matter and, identified significant OA source factor mass spectra and gas-phase species for April 2015 in the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal. We identified the constituent parts of PM\(_1\) from \textit{in situ} AMS measurements which compared well with OMM-CMB based source apportionment, gas-phase measurements, and emission spectra. The average results show agreement between the two independent source apportionment methodologies for organic aerosol. These results, therefore, provide important source information for understanding the air quality impacts of various activities and sources within the Kathmandu Valley despite the uncertainty in this region and the local sources’ complexity. The general agreement in the inter-comparison between complementary techniques gives additional confidence in the source attribution results; this provides a stronger basis for discussions on policies to reduce air pollution impacts in the Kathmandu Valley.

The C-PM\(_1\) averaged a mean of 41.03 \( \pm \) 20.48 \( \mu \)g m\(^{-3}\), which was comprised of 15.79 \( \mu \)g m\(^{-3}\) (39.7%) OA, 10.5 \( \mu \)g m\(^{-3}\) (25.0%) BC, 8.4 \( \mu \)g m\(^{-3}\) (21.1%) \( \text{SO}_4^{2-}\), 2.96 \( \mu \)g m\(^{-3}\) (7.4%) \( \text{NH}_4^+\), 1.22 \( \mu \)g m\(^{-3}\) (3.1%) \( \text{NO}_3^-\), 0.92 \( \mu \)g m\(^{-3}\) (2.3%) Cl\textsuperscript{-}. BrC comprised a lower limit 1.87 \( \mu \)g m\(^{-3}\) portion of the OA, 4.7% of total mass.

Emissions, boundary layer dynamics, wind patterns, wet deposition, and photochemistry are the prominent factors that impact PM\(_1\) concentrations. Diurnal wind speed acted as the primary means of transport to remove and dilute pollutants from the Kathmandu Valley during mid-afternoon when wind speeds were highest.

AMS-PMF analysis of high-resolution organic aerosol mass spectra resulted in the identification of seven distinct source factors. These factors are consistent with previous studies in the Kathmandu Valley. Each OA factor mass spectra correlates to a known source, tracer correlation, and diurnal trends. The OC from PM\(_1\) PMF factors correlates well to OC factors from OCC-CMB from PM\(_{2.5}\) \cite{ref_35} for this location and period.

The dominant primary factors contributing to organic PM\(_1\) are associated with traffic (HOA), biomass burning (BBOA), trash burning (TBOA), and local sulfate-containing OA (sLOA) sources. HOA had the most significant impact, accounting for 19% of OA and 62% of BC. The concentration of HOA increased significantly during rush hour periods. These vehicle emissions are a well-known but under-sampled source, especially given the region’s vehicle fleet diversity. Limited maintenance and fuel quality lead to increased uncertainty in understanding regional traffic emissions.

Biomass burning is responsible for about 18% of OA and 6% of BC. Trash burning provides 13% of OA and 3% of BC, a significant fraction of total aerosol. Trash burning OA was strongly associated with BrC. sLOA contains an organic sulfur species (\( \text{C}_x\text{HSO}_3^-\)), a tracer likely from coal cofired in brick kilns.\textsuperscript{9} Overall, sLOA contains 7% of total OA mass and 28% of all BC.

Household combustion of biomass and trash can be mitigated through increased access to efficient fuels and improving waste management practices. Biomass emissions have both primary and secondary impacts in the region, so control could significantly reduce aerosols. Adopting a more modern vehicle standard would control traffic emissions, leading to a significant reduction of PM. A reduction in vehicle emissions would also result in a reduction in SOA by limiting \( \text{NO}_2\) emissions. Reducing the density of brick kilns in the Kathmandu Valley would decrease OA emissions and, in parallel, decrease BC emissions. Controlling these primary particulate sources has the additional benefit of reducing VOCs from combustion, \( \text{SO}_2\) and aerosol sulfate from brick kiln sulfur, and \( \text{NO}_x\) from vehicles, further reducing sources for secondary aerosol production.
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